
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

WELCOME A NEW AND IMPROVED FREECURVE STAIRLIFT 

Tighter bends create safer parking positions and more space on the stairs  

Allentown, PA (November 18, 2016) – The reliable Handicare Freecurve stairlift 

system has been improved once more.  Due to developments in the unit and rail 

production, the stairlift can now turn tighter corners and runs even closer to the 

stairs, offering safer parking positions and more space on the stairs for other users in 

the home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

With tighter parking bends, the improved Freecurve stairlift offers users safer parking 

positions at both the top and bottom landings while keeping rail intrusion to a 

minimum.  The free space created as a result, both on and around the staircase, 

makes the stairs safer to use for other members of the household.   

“The curve radius of our Freecurve has been improved which leads to more safety 

and comfort for our users,” expresses Dick Beerepoot, the Product Manager for 

Freecurve.  “With the tighter curve radius, the track intrusion upstairs and downstairs 

is minimized, allowing the installation of tighter parking curves.  The field test has 

proven that the Freecurve Rembrandt can now be sold with very tight 180° parking 

bends at the top landing.  A great improvement!” 

The improved design also increases the fit of the Freecurve stairlift on inner and 

outer curves.  Handicare makes the on-site assessment easy for its qualified dealers 

easy by providing a QuickScan app.  From a smartphone or tablet, dealers can 

advise their customers in a few simple steps which side the stairlift can be mounted 

based on its curve.  

In multiple floor situations, the intermediate landing can be used as a safe parking 

spot because the rail runs lower over the landing while offering more bulkhead 

clearance.  

 

 

 



About Handicare 

Handicare is a global leader committed to providing innovative products that promote 

independence.  Handicare offers a wide variety of straight and curved stairlifts to fit 

the many needs of users looking for a safe and reliable way of overcoming the 

problem of getting up and down the stairs.     

 

For more information:  

Meredith Koons 

Marketing Manager, Handicare US 

610.266.5260 x41 

meredith.koons@handicare.com 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               



 


